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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company purchases Microsoft 365 subscription directly.

The company is evaluating various support options that do not have additional costs for Microsoft 365 services.

You need to identify which support options are provided at no additional cost.

Which options should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Options: 
A- Microsoft 365 admin center support request

B- Microsoft Unified support

C- Professional Direct Support for Microsoft 365

D- Q&A forums and online help

Answer: 
A, D



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company plans to purchase a Microsoft 365 subscription.

The company must license Microsoft 365 software and cloud services for a minimum three-year period.

You need to identify which pricing model supports the licensing requirements.

Which pricing model should you use?

Options: 
A- Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP)

B- Microsoft Customer Agreement

C- Microsoft Products and Services Agreement (MPSA)

D- Microsoft Online Services Program

E- Microsoft Enterprise Agreement (EA)

Answer: 



E

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company is evaluating virtualization services.

You need to determine the difference between Microsoft 365 and Azure Virtual Desktop.

Which feature is unique to Microsoft 365?

Options: 
A- Users can sign into a dedicated virtual machine.

B- Administrators can connect the virtual machine to an on-premises network.

C- Users can rename their assigned virtual machine.

D- Administrators can assign users to the local administrators group on the virtual machine.

E- Administrators can manage the virtual machines by using Microsoft Endpoint Manager.

Answer: 



E

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company uses Microsoft 365.

The company requires a survey that must be set up as follows:

* Provide real-time results.

* Support built-in analytics to evaluate responses.

* Be able to export results to Microsoft Excel.

You need to implement a solution. What should you use?

Options: 
A- Lists

B- Forms

C- Project



D- To Do

E- Planner

Answer: 
B

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

External clients schedule meetings with members of a company.

A user asks for help creating two meetings. The user wants to send a link to clients that will allow them to schedule the meetings with the

user.

You need to provide a solution for the user and the clients.

Which application should you recommend?

Options: 



A- Microsoft Teams

B- Microsoft Outlook

C- Microsoft Bookings

D- Microsoft Forms

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
Microsoft Bookings is an application that allows you to create and send a link to clients that will let them schedule meetings with you.You

can customize appointment details, booking requirements, and specify service providers to streamline the booking experience for you

and your customers2.Microsoft Bookings is integrated with your Microsoft 365 calendar to help your customers quickly find available

times and avoid double-booking2.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Employees of a company are collaborating on a project,

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business/scheduling-and-booking-app
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business/scheduling-and-booking-app
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business/scheduling-and-booking-app
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The project manager reports frequent interruptions from team members who request project updates. The project manager wants team

members to be able to make and review

project updates.

You need to recommend a collaboration solution that allows the team to track individual tasks and overall project progress.

Which two work management applications should you recommend? (Refer to MS-900: Microsoft 365 Fundamentals Documents or guide

at Microsoft.com)

Options: 
A- Microsoft Lists

B- Microsoft Bookings

C- Microsoft Outlook

D- Microsoft Planner

Answer: 
A, D

Explanation: 



Microsoft Planner is a task management software that lets you create plans, assign tasks, share files, chat with team members, and get

updates on progress2.

Microsoft Lists is a list-making app that helps you track information and organize work.You can create lists from templates or from

scratch, add columns for different types of data, customize views and filters, and integrate with other Microsoft 365 apps1.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/task-management-in-microsoft-365

https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/microsoft-365/business/task-management-software

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company uses Microsoft cloud services. The company needs to protect against security breaches. You need to follow Microsoft's

approach to security. Which approach should you use?

Options: 
A- Will never breach security of specific applications

https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/microsoft-365/business/task-management-software
https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/microsoft-365/business/task-management-software
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/task-management-in-microsoft-365
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B- Will never breach the perimeter network

C- Will never breach security

D- Will only breach the perimeter network

E- Will breach security

Answer: 
E

Explanation: 
Microsoft's approach to security is to use a defense-in-depth strategy, which involves multiple layers of security controls to protect the

company's data, applications, and infrastructure. These layers can include things like user authentication and authorization, firewalls,

malware protection, encryption, and more. By implementing these layers of security, the company can greatly reduce the chances of a

successful breach.

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company is evaluating Microsoft 365.



You need to identify applications that are pan of Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise.

Which three applications should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point

Options: 
A- Microsoft Teams

B- Microsoft Visual Studio

C- Microsoft OneNote

D- Microsoft Excel

E- Microsoft Project

Answer: 
C, D, E

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice



A company needs to protect users from malicious URLs and attachments that are in emails. You need to select a solution that meets the

requirement. Which service should you select?

Options: 
A- Microsoft Cloud App Security

B- Microsoft Defender for Identity

C- Microsoft Defender for Office 365

D- Microsoft Defender for Endpoint

Answer: 
C

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company is developing their Windows as a service (WaaS) strategy.

The company wants to roll out the most recently released Windows updates to specific devices before rolling them out to other devices.



You need to recommend the correct feature to meet the requirement.

Which feature should you recommend?

Options: 
A- Insider Preview builds

B- Group policies

C- Servicing stack updates

D- Deployment rings

E- Servicing channels

Answer: 
D

Question 11
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company is evaluating Microsoft's virtualization services. Which feature is unique to Windows 365?



Options: 
A- A virtual machine can be provisioned from a custom image.

B- A virtual machine is automatically provisioned after assigning a license to a user

C- Users can connect to a virtual machine by using the Microsoft Remote Desktop app

D- Users can connect to a virtual machine by using a web site.

E- A virtual machine can authenticate users to Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS).

Answer: 
B
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